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ABSTRACT 
The kernel structure of block Hankel and Toeplitz matrices is studied. This leads 
to the concept of a fundamental system, which is basic in the theory and provides, in 
particular, a natural background for the partial realization problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is the first one of a series dedicated to finite Hankel 
matrices, i.e. matrices of the form [s~+~], and Toeplitz matrices [c~_~] with 
general rectangular block entries. Special attention is paid to the inversion 
problem, algebraic extension problems, the construction of fast algorithms, 
and application to partial realization and other tasks. 
Block Hankel and Toeplitz matrices occur in various applications in 
systems and control, in the theory of stationary sequences and orthogonal 
matrix polynomials, and in other fields. Actually, in most of the applications 
the matrices are positive definite or semidefinite, but there are also situations 
without this additional assumption. 
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Our main aim will be a generalization of the algebraic theory of general 
Hankel and Toeplitz matrices with scalar entries in the version of the 
monograph [12]. A survey of our approach was presented in [ll]. Some 
results are taken from the theses [13] and [14]. 
Our approach for constructing fast algorithms is based on the kernel 
structure properties and the concept of a fundamental system. We think that 
these properties are of independent interest and present them in this first 
part of the series. 
In order to explain some of our results let us recall some facts from the 
scalar theory. Consider an m X n Hankel matrix 
(1.1) 
with complex entries. Then, as is shown in [12], the kernel lx E C” : Hx = 0) 
of H possesses a basis of at most two so-called shift chains lur, Au,, . , A’u,] 
and lug, Au,, . , A’u,] (k = K~ - 1, 2 = K~ - 1). Here A denotes the 
forward shift operator in C”. In the case m > n, ker H is even generated by 
one shift chain. It is convenient to formulate this result in polynomial 
language. Denote u(A) = ua + u,A + .** +u,,_,A”-~ if u = (ui);l-‘. Then 
we can describe H(h) = {u(h) : Hu = 0) as follows: 
H(A) = {cl( h)u,( A) + c2( A)u,( A) : deg ci( A) < K~ - 1, i = 1,2}. 
The pair {U,(A), u,(A)] will be called a ficndumental system. 
In Section 2 we show that a matrix (1.1) with p X 9 block entries si 
possesses a basis of at most p + 9 shift chains. The system of the correspond- 
ing vector polynomials will be called fundamental. The fundamental system is 
independent of the size of H; it depends only on the parameter set 
S = (so, sr>. ‘1 s,,,+.-p ). In contrast with the scalar case, in the block case 
we have right and left fundamental systems. The latter are obtained by 
replacing H with its transpose. In Section 3 we show that there is a certain 
duality between the right and left systems. In order to describe this duality 
we introduce the concepts of residual system and V-matrix. The latter 
concept was originated in linear system theory by Antoulas [l]. The V-matrix 
is (in nondegenerate cases) a ( p + 9) X ( p + 9) unimodular matrix polyno- 
mial characterizing the sequence (s,,, . . , s,,,+,) _2). The lengths Ki of the 
shift chains generating ker H will be called partial indices. These integers 
have similar properties to the partial indices in the theory of (infinite 
dimensional) Toeplitz and Wiener-Hopf operators (see [S]). In particular they 
have analogous stability properties. This will be shown in Section 4. 
Since Toeplitz matrices turn into Hankel matrices on reversing the order 
of rows, all results of Sections 3 and 4 remain true for these matrices. 
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However, there are special features in the case where the Toeplitz matrix is 
symmetric. This will be shown in Section 5. 
In Section 6 it is shown that our approach provides a natural background 
for the partial realization problem. We present a complete description of all 
solutions of the partial realization problem in terms of the fundamental 
system or V-matrix. 
In Section 7 we study Hankel matrices (1.1) the entries of which are the 
Markov parameters of a p X 9 proper rational matrix function F(A). It is 
shown how the kernel can be described in terms of F(A). 
Let us agree on some notational conventions. For two fixed integers p 
and 9 we put E:= CT and F:= CP, where C is the field of complex numbers. 
The space of all p X 9 matrices with entries from C, which will be identified 
with the class of linear mappings from E into F, is denoted by L. 
For some linear space G the Cartesian product space G” will be 
considered as the space of all column vectors with entries from G, i.e. col(x, 
x1 ... x,-i) E G” and xi E G. 
For our purposes it is convenient to utilize the natural isomorphism 
n-1 
(xi);:; E G” + c x,h’ E G”(A) (1.2) 
i=O 
between the space of vectors from G” and the space G”(h) of polynomials in 
A E C of degree less than 12 with coefficients from G. Furthermore, for an 
arbitrary subset M of G”, M(A) will mean the corresponding class of 
polynomials, i.e. M(A) = {x(A) : x E M}. 
The advantage of this polynomial notation is that one has natural imbed- 
dings 
G’(A) c G2( A) c ... c G”(A) 5 ... (1.3) 
2. KERNEL STRUCTURE AND FUNDAMENTAL SYSTEMS 
Throughout the paper let S denote a sequence S = (s,,, . . , sN_ I) of 
p X 9 matrices. We associate S with the family (Hk(S)) (k = 1,. , N) of 
block Hankel matrices 
H, = Hk(S) = 
SO s, s2 -*. sk-l 
Sl s2 sg ... sk 
SP s3 . . . . . . 
‘N-3 SNp2 
Sl-1 .sl ... sN-2 sN-l 
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where k + 2 = N + 1. The matrix H, generates a linear operator acting from 
Ek into F’. These operators will be identified with the matrices. We are 
going to study the behavior of the kernel spaces 
xk:= {U(h) : HkU = 0) 
on varying k, k = 1, . . . , N. For convenience we define 
x0:= {o}, ZN+l:= EN+++ 
Obviously, 
DEFINITION 2.1. A vector polynomial u(A) E Zk + 1 not containing in zk 
is said to be S-admissible with characteristic degree k. 
Clearly, the characteristic degree is larger than or equal to the degree in 
the usual sense. 
Let us collect some further properties of the subspaces 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For k = 0, . . . , N, 
(1) xk + =k Czk+l, 
;;‘, ;A) ;f-& ijf U(h), Au(A) Exk+l, 
k+l k+l = Mk. 
Proof. (1): The relation %k rZk+ i was mentioned above. Furthermore, 
it is easily checked that Au(A) E %k + i provided that u(A) E .+%$. Thus (I) is 
true. 
(2): Suppose that u(A), Au(A) E zk+ i. Then the coefficient of Ak in u(A) 
vanishes. That means u can be considered as an element of Ek. From 
u(A) E&“k+ 1 we deduce now that Hku vanishes except, possibly, for the last 
block component. The inclusion Au(A) EXk+ 1 means that Hku vanishes 
except, possibly, for the first component. Thus, HkU = 0, i.e. u(A) E%k. 
(3): Suppose that u(A) Ezk+i n w+l. Then u(A) = AZ(A) for some 
z(A) Ezk+i. By (2) we have z(A) E&“~. Thus, u(A) E Zk. Vice versa, if 
u(A) E Mk then u(A) = Az( A) for some z(A) EZk. In view of (I), this 
implies u(A) E xk + i and u(A) E AH, + i, which proves (3). n 
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In view of Zk GZk+ i, we may introduce integers CQ defined by 
ak:= dimX$+, - dimZk (k=O,...,N), 
‘yiV+r:=p +9, (Y-r:= 0. 
The kernel dimension dirnsk can be expressed by 
k-l 
dirnZ$ = C cq; 
i=O 
in particular C,“=, cq = (N + 09. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
o=cY _I < a() < ... Q aN+1 = p + 9. 
Pmcf. Due to Proposition 2.1, dim &+ , 2 dim@$. + AZ$ ). 
dim(X$ + h&“k) = 2 dim GI?$ - dim(Z” n &8$) 
= 2dimZk - dimZk_i, 
we conclude 
Since 
(2.1) 
It remains to prove that (Ye < p + 9. Since H, is the block row vector 
[sa si ... sN _ i 1, we have dim XN 2 N9 - p. Hence 
ffN = dimX$+, - dim&“, =G (N + 1)9 - N9 + p = p + 9. n 
We introduce now integers 
a,:= (Yk - (Y&l (k=O,...,N+l), 
which are, in view of Proposition 2.2, nonnegative. In particular &+ 1 is the 
defect of the block row vector [s,, si .*. sN_ il. We have 
(Yk = i tii ; 
i-0 
(2.2) 
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in particular, 
N+l 
p+q= csi. (2.3) 
i=O 
Comparing (2.2) with (2.I), we obtain 
dim+%$ = i (k + 1 - i) ai. (2.4) 
i=O 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For k = 0, 1, . . , , N, 
Proof. The relation follows from dim(Zk + Wk) = 2 dim 4 - dim(Zk 
n Wk) = 2dimZk - dim&i = dimZ, + ok-i and dim&+, = dirnXk 
+ (Yk. W 
Suppose that 6, # 0. Then there exist 6, vector polynomials uki(h) 
(i = I,. . . , 6,) such that 
GS$+i = (S$ + &$) @ lin{uki( A) : i = 1,. . , Sk}, (2.5) 
where “lin” denotes the linear hull and “ @ ” the direct sum. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A system of vector polynomials uki(A) (i = 1,. . . , Sk; 
k = O,..., N) satisfying (2.5) is called a (right) fundamental system (abbrevi- 
ation: f.s.) of S or of any matrix from the family {Hk}. 
In view of (2.3), any f.s. contains exactly uN = p + q - aN+ 1 elements 
and is linearly independent. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let {u,,(A): i = 1,. . , 6,; k = 0,. . , N) be af.s. of 
S. Then the set 
A~={A~u~_~,~(A):s=o ,..., j-l,i=l,..., c~_~,j=l,..., k) 
forms a basis of A?$ (k = 1, . , N + 1). 
Proof. It is easily checked by induction that .X$ is spanned by A,. It 
remains to show that Ak is linearly independent. The set Ak consists of 
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Xi= i jSk_j elements. This equals, according to (2.41, just the dimension of 
Zk, and that means the linear independence of A,. n 
Clearly, any sequence S has many f.s. We present now a general 
representation of all fs. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. 
of S, and’ 
Let {~~,~(h):j = 1,. .., a,,,; m = 0 ,..., N) be af.~. 
‘kit ‘1 = i $t = Ckniij(h)Urnj(h)~ (2.6) 
m = 0 j = 1 
where deg Q,,, .&A) < k - m. Zf the (constant) matrices [ckkji]pi= I are 
regular, then (Gki(A) : i = 1, , a,, k = 0, . , N} forms also a f.s. Fur- 
thermore any f.s. is of this form. 
For the proof it suffices to check that 
6%? k+l = (% + q) @ lin{‘ki(A)l 
iff the Gki(A) are of the form (2.6). 
Let d,, d,, . . . , da,,, be the characteristic degrees of the elements in the 
f.s. in a nondecreasing order. Defining d,,v+l = **a = dP+Y = N + 1, we 
complete this sequence to an ( p + q)-tuple of integers, which will be 
denoted by d(S) and called the tuple of characteristic degrees of S. 
Let us collect some connections between the integers 6,) q, and d,, 
which can easily be checked. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. 
(1) 6, = card{i : di = k}. 
(2) (Yk = card{i : di < k}. 
(3) dirnZk = &, ,!k - di). 
In the sequel we numerate a fs. {uj(A)} of S in such a way that the 
characteristic degree of uj(A) equals dj. Let us sum up the results we have 
obtained up to now. 
‘we put cp= r:= 0 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let S = (s,,, . . . , s,,, _ 1) be a given sequence of p x q 
matrices, and 6 denote the defect of [sO a*. s~_~]. Then there exist a 
uniquely defined (p + q)-tup2e (d,, . . . , d,,,), 0 < d < **a < dp+‘, < N + 
1, and vector polynomials ui(A) (i = 1,. . . , p + q - 8) with characteristic 
degree di such that the polynomials 
Ui( A), AUi( A), . . . ) Ak-“‘-‘Ui( A), 
where i runs over all indices with k > di, form a basis of Zk. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The polynomials ui(A), . . . , AN- ‘dui(A), i = 1,. , p + 
q - 6, form a basis of EN+ ‘(A). 
DEFINITION 2.3. A q X (p + q) matrix polynomial U(A) of which the 
first p + q - S columns form a f.s. and the last 6 columns are equal to zero 
is called a (right) fundamental matrix (f.m.1. If the characteristic degrees of 
the columns are in nondecreasing order, we say that U is degree ordered. 
Of course, since the f.s. are not uniquely determined by S, the same is 
true for the f.m. Let us give a description of all f.m. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let U(A) be a fixed, degree ordered f.m. of S. Then the 
general form of a degree ordered f.m. of S is given by 
ti( A) = U( A)C( A), 
where C(A) is a unimodular matrix of order p + q with entries cij( A) 
satisfying 
i;i deg cr& A) Q dj - d, if d. > di, and 
c,(A) = 0 if 4 < di or dj = N + 1, di z dj. 
Proof. A matrix C(A) satisfying conditions (a) and (b) has block triangu- 
lar form 
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where the I, (k = 1,. . . , t-1 are the constant matrices [ckkji] occurring in 
Proposition 2.5. The integer r indicates the number of different characteris- 
tic degrees. Unimodularity of C(A) means the regularity of the matrices I, 
(k = 0,. . . , r>. Furthermore, conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent to the 
assumption that the first p + 4 - 6 columns of U(A) admit a representation 
(2.6) and the last S columns vanish. It remains to apply Proposition 2.5. w 
REMARK 2.1. If C(h) fulfills (a) and (b), then C(h)-’ also satisfies these 
conditions. Hence V( h)C( A)-i is a f.m. too. 
Now we consider a fixed member H, of the family { Hk}. The integers 
Ki = n - di (i = l,...,p +4) 
will be called partial indices of the matrix H,. We denote K( H,):= 
(Kl,. . . , Kp+q). 
The concept of partial indices appears in the theory of Toeplitz, Wiener- 
Hopf, and singular integral operators in connection with the factorization 
problem for matrix-valued functions (see [8, 161). It is a surprising fact that 
the partial indices in the sense of the above definition have analogous 
properties to the classical ones. An abstract definition of the concept of 
partial indices is given in [12]. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that K(H,) = (K~, . . . , K~+~). Then 
dimkerH, = c K~, dimkerHJ = - c K~. 
Ki > 0 K, < 0 
A sequence of vectors { xj} is said to be a shifi chain iff xj( A) = Ajx,( A). 
From Theorem 2.1 we get now 
COROLLARY 2.3. The kernel of a Hankel matrix H, is spanned by 
y Q p + q shifi chains. Zf p denotes the number of shijl chains spanning the 
kernelofHnT, then y+ T<p +q. 
3. LEFT FUNDAMENTAL MATRICES, RESIDUALS, V-MATRICES 
Left f.m. can be defined analogously to right f.m. We show in this section 
that there are some duality relations between righi and left f.m. 
For given S = (sa, sl, . , .s~_~) let S denote the sequence 
<s,‘, ST,. . . , s; _ I), where ST denotes the transposed matrix of si. The family 
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of block Hankel matrices {H,(S)):= i is closely related to the transposed of 
H,(S). In fact, the relation 
Hk( Q = H,( S)T k+Z=iv+1, (3.1) 
holds true. 
We introduce subspaces 
$k:= (ker Hk( s”))( A) (k = l,...,N), (3.2) 
G&= {0}, 2?,$+1:= FN+‘(A), (3.3) 
and integers 
1 
ak:= dim2$+, - dim2k, &_i:= 0, hN+r:= p + q 
and 
Then these subspaces and integers have analogous properties to +Z$, CQ, and 
a,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A (right) f. . s or f.m. of s^ is said to be a left f.s. or f.m. 
of S, respectively. A left f.m. is said to be degree ordered iff the characteristic 
degrees of the columns a;e in a nonincreasing order. The ( p + q)-tuple of 
characteristic degrees of S in nonincreasing order is calkd the (p + q)-tuple 
of left characteristic degrees and denoted by d(S) = Cd,, . . , d,,,). 
It will become clear at once why we reverse the order in comparing right 
and left characteristic degrees. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For k = 0, , N + 1, 1 = N + 1 - k, 
(a) ‘yk+@l_l=p+q 
(b) 6, = 8,. 
Proof. The integer ind H, : = dim&“k - dim% is the index of the o era- 
tor Hk, which depends only on the dimension of the spaces Ek and F P and 
equals kq - lp. Analogously, we have 
ind Hk+ 1 = dimZ~+i - dime_, = (k + 1)q - (Z- 1)~. 
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a!k + cs_l = (k + 1)q - (1 - l)p - kq + zp = p + 4. 
Furthermore, since ok + & 1 = ak _ 1 + &, we have 
In terms of the characteristic degrees relation (b) means the following. 
THEOFEM 3.1. Let Cd,, . . . , 
(21,. . 
d, +4) be the tuple of tight and 
. , d, + 4 ) the tuple of left characteristic degrees of S. Then 
d,+d:=N+l (i = l,...,p +q). 
Now we are going to show that there is a still closer relationship between 
right and left f.m. First we introduce some quantities that will be important 
throughout the paper. Let u(A) = Ck=a(~)~ A’ be an S-admissible polynomial 
with characteristic degree k. Define linear functionals E and F(s,) by 
Eff( A):= (u)k, Fu(A):= s,,,(u)k + +,-1(u)k_I + ... ++k(u)O, 
where sN is an arbitrary but fLved p X q matrix. 
If U(A) is a right f.m. with the columns ui(A), then the matrices E(U), 
F(U) with the columns Ecui) and F(zli), respectively, will be called indicator 
matrices of U(A). These two, matrices are important for distinguishing 
different f.m. For a left f.m. U(A) the indicator matrices E(c), F(fi) are 
defined as above after replacing S by 2. 
Introduce also the matrix 
F(U) 
G(U) = E(U) . ( I 
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Again let u(A) = Ck=a(~)~ A’ b e an S-admissible polynomial with characteris- 
tic degree k. Then the polynomial w(A) = Ckzgl wi A’ defined by 
‘wk-l \ 
‘0 0 *** 0 so \ ‘(go \ 
0 . . . 0 SO Sl (U)l = 
Wl * ** *- (3.4) 
, wo / 
%:, / ,(11)k 1 
will be called the residual of u( A) with respect to S. 
Denoting S(A) = so + s,h + ... +s,hN and 
U”(A) = U( A-‘)Ak, w”(A) = w( A-‘)Ak-‘, 
(3.4) can be written in the form 
w”(A) = S( A)u#( A) + Akcz( A), 
where a(A) is a certain polynomial. In view of u E Zk+ i, the first 1 - 1 = N 
- k coefficients of o(A) vanish. Hence we have actually 
w#(A) = S(A)u#(A) + AN@(A) (3.5) 
for a certain polynomial P(A). Note that the equation (3.5) can also be 
written in the form 
w(A) = S(A-‘)A-‘u(A) + Ak-l-N@(A-‘). (3.6) 
Furthermore, we remark that p(O) = Fu. 
If {ui( A)} is a f.s. of S, then the system of the corresponding residuals will 
be called (right) residual system. We extend the residual system by a system 
of S constant vectors wP+y_6+1,. . . , w +4, the linear hull of which is a basis 
of ker Hz. The polynomial matrix W( A! with the columns wi( A) is said to be 
the residual matrix correspoyding to the f.m. U(A) with the columns ui(A). 
Analogously, replacing S by S, a left residual matrix is defined. 
DEFINITION 3.2. If U(A) is a f.m. of S, and W(A) the corresponding 
residual matrix, then the ( p + q) X ( p + q) polynomial matrix 
V(A) = 
will be called the (right) V-matrix of S. A lef V-matrix is defined a V-matrix 
of S. We shall say that a left or right V-matrix is degree ordered iff the 
corresponding f.m. is degree ordered. 
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The concept of V-matrix was introduced in connection with the partial 
realization problem in system interpretation in [l]. 
Now we can state a connection between right and left V-matrices. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let V(A) be a degree ordered right and $A) a degree 
ordered left V-matrix of S. Then the entries mij(h) (i,j = 1,. . . , p + q) of 
the polynomial matrix 
M(A) = V(A)r (3.7) 
satisfy the conditions 
mij( A) = 0 if dj < di, (3.8) 
deg mij < dj - di if d,>d,. (3.9) 
Furthermore, 
M(m) = G(ljj (3.10) 
where M(m) = [E(m. .)]P+JO and E(mij) denotes the coeflcient of A’lPd~ in 
mij(A). 
‘J ‘.J 
Proof. According to the definition of V(A) and V(A) we have 
M(A) = G(A)‘u(A) - BLEW (3.11) 
Let ui, zi,, wi, Gi denote the columns of U, C?, V, V, respectively, and let 
d(S):= (d,, . . . , dp+y). According to (3.6) we have for 0 < d, < N 
wi( A) = S( A-') A-$( A) + A+‘-“p,( A-‘) (3.12) 
and 
t&(A)* = Ci(A)?(A-‘)AP’ + A-“&(A-‘) (3.13) 
for certain polynomials Pi(h) and ii< A). These formulas are obviously also 
true for di = N + 1 and d, = 0, where in this case /3, = wi or fii = ki, 
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respectively. Let B( A! d enote the matrix with columns pi(A), and S(h) the 
matrix with columns &(A). Then according to (3.12) and (3.13), 
M(A) =D(A-‘)Bl(A-‘)rU(A) - ti(A)T~(~-r)6(~-1), (3.14) 
where D(A) = diag(A”l . . . Adp+q) and $A) = diag(AN+lmnl.. . AN+l-‘p+q). 
The ith row of D(A-‘)$A:‘)’ contains powers Ak with k Q -d,. Thus 
the (i,j)-element of D(A-‘)B(A~‘)rU(A) has_ degree dj - di at-most; 
Analogously the (i,j)-element of U(A)rB(A-‘)D(A-‘) has degree di - dj 
= dj - di at most. Hence (3.8) is valid. From (3.14) we conclude 
M(a) = B^(0)TE(U) - E(ljfB(0) 
= F(ti)‘E(U) - E(l?)rF(U), 
which coincides with (3.10). n 
A simple consequence of Proposition 3.2 is that the V-matrices V(A) and 
?(A) have constant determinants. We are going to show that they are then 
different from zero. This follows from the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Zf U(A) is a f.m. then G(U) has full rank. 
For the proof we need the following fact, which is easily checked. 
LEMMA 3.1. z,fd u(A) l zk+l. Then u(A) belongs to &“k if Eu = 0 and 
Fu = 0. 
Proof of Proposition 3 3. Suppose that G(U)c = 0 for some c = (ci> f 0, 
and let j denote the largest index i, for which ci # 0. Define 
U( A) = 6 ciui(A) A+"i. 
i=l 
Then u(A) EX~ +r but u(A) cZ&” Furthermore E(u) = 0 and F(u) = 0. 
Applying Lemma 3.1, we obtain u( A> E Zd,, which is a contradiction. n 
COROLLARY 3.1. Any V-matrix of S is unimodular. 
Recall that a polynomial matrix is said to be unimodular iff it is square 
and has a polynomial inverse or, what is the same, a constant determinant 
different from zero. 
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.2. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let V(h) be a degree ordered right V-matrix of S. Then 
(3.15) 
is a degree ordered left V-matrix of S. 
Proof. First we take an arbitrary left V-matrix ?(A) and define M(A) by 
(3.7). Then the entries of M(A) fulell (3.8). 
Now we chose a more special V(A). We assume thatAthe vectors corre- 
sponding to the rows of U(A) with charaqteristic degree di > 0 are orthogo- 
nal to those with characteristic degree di = 0. With this choice the last 6 A 
columns of U( A)T W( A) vanish except for the last S components. 
According io the “left” analogue of Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.1 we 
conclude that V(A)M-‘(A)T is also a left f.m. The latter matrix equals (3.15). 
n 
THEOREM 3.3. A right f.m. does not possess a nontrivial lef divisor. 
Proof. First consider the case S = 0. Suppose that D(A) is a 9 x 9 and 
U,(A) a 9 X (p + 9) polyp omial matrix such that U(A) = D( A)U,( A). Then 
Since the determinant of V(A) is constant, the determinant of D(A) must 
be constant too. Hence D(A) is unimodular, i.e. a trivial left divisor. 
The case 0 < S < p can be reduced to the case S = 0 in the following 
way. There exists a regular p X p matrix Q such that the last 6 rows of QH, 
vanish. On replacing the blocks si by the first p - 6 rows of Qsi, the f.m. 
U(A) remains the same. The corresponding V-matrix will be square of order 
p +F?n-lS. Now th e above arguments can be applied. 
1 y we note that in the trivial case 6 = p (i.e., all si are equal to 0) 
U(A) reduces to the identity matrix Z9 and the assertion is trivial. n 
4. STABILITY 
It is well known that the system of “classical” partial indices in the theory 
of Toeplitz and Wiener-Hopf operators is, in general, not stable but, in a 
sense, semistable, which means that it changes after a small perturbation only 
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in one direction with respect to a certain semiorder relation. We show now 
that similar results hold true for the system of characteristic degrees and 
partial indices for block Hankel matrices. 
Let Z; denote the class of all nondecreasing sequences (nil; of integers. 
We introduce a semiorder “ < ” in Z; as follows. If (n,);,(m,); E Z;, then 
(n,); Q (m,); means, by definition, 
ini < &ni (k = l,...,r- l), i lzi = i m,. (4.1) 
i=O i=O i=O i=O 
We shall say that Cm,); is obtained from (n,); by an elementary transfor- 
mation if there are two indices k and 1 such that 
m, = ni (i # k,Z), mk = nk + 1, ml = nl - 1. 
LEMMA 4.1. (n,); < Cm,); ifl cm,>; is obtained from (ni ); with the help 
of a finite number of elementary transformations. 
For the proof of this statement we refer to [16, Section 6.11. 
We associate any sequence (n,); E Z; with the sequence v(n,) = (vjljE z 
of integers defined by 
vj = c (j - ni) Ci E Z). 
ni<j 
Obviously ( vj> is nondecreasing, vj = 0 for sufficiently small j, and vj is 
stable for sufficiently large j. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (n,);, Cm,>; be sequencesfrom Z;, and let (v,) = v(n,>, 
(pj) = v(m,>. Then (n,); < (m,); holds ifund only if vj 2 pj for allj E Z 
and nj = mj for sufliciently largej. 
Proof. Let Cm,); be obtained from (n,); by an elementary transforma- 
tion as described above. Then 
pj = vj if j<nk or j>n,, 
and 
pj = vj - 1 if j=nk,...,n!. 
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Hence pj < vj for all j, and pj = vj for sufficiently large j. Since every 
Cm,); satisfying (m,); < (n,); can be reached after some elementary transfor- 
mation, this remains true for all these sequences. 
Vice versa, suppose that vj > CL, and vj = pj for sufficiently large j. Then 
we get 
kni= irni, C ni < C mi. n 
i=l i=l n,<j m,<j 
We apply now the previous arguments for r = p + q and ni being the 
characteristic degree di of a sequence S. In this case the corresponding 
integers vi are, by Proposition 2.6, just the kernel dimensions of the matrices 
H,(S). These kernel dimensions are semistable with respect to small norm 
perturbations in the sense that these dimensions may not become larger, i.e., 
we have dim ker H,(S) < dim kerHk(S) for a small perturbation S of S. 
Applying now Lemma 4.2, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a given sequence of N p x y matrices, and d(S) 
the p + q tuple of characteristic degrees. Then there is an E > 0 such that for 
all sequences S of N p X y matrices satisfying 11 S - SII < E the relation 
d(S) > d(S) holds. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If dP_ - d, < 1, then the system of characteristic 
degrees is stable with respect to small perturbations. 
This follows from the fact that a sequence (n,); is maximal with respect to 
the semiorder “ < ” iff n, - n, < 1. 
Theorem 4.1 can also be formulated in terms of the partial indices. Since 
the sequence of partial indices is nonincreasing, we introduce first the 
semiorder in the class Z!+ ‘I of nonincreasing sequences of p + q integers in 
the same way as in Z$‘q. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let H be a given m X n block Hankel matrix with p X q 
entries, and let K(H) denote the p + q tuple of partial indices. Then there is 
an E > 0 such that for all block Hankel matrices fi of the same type as H 
satisfying [Ifi - H I( < E th e relation K( fi) < K(H) holds. 
Now we are going to show that the system of characteristic degrees is not 
stable if d,,+4 - d, > 1. For this we study rank one perturbations of Hankel 
matrices. It can be easily shown that the general form of rank one m x n 
block Hankel matrices L with p X q blocks is given by 
L = [ti+j++T]~el”-’ or L = [ eij++r];-‘,f-l, (4.2) 
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where eij = 0 (i = 0,. . . , m-2,j=O )...) n-21, E,_l”_l=l,tEC, 
C$ E F, $ E E. We shall write L = L,(t, 4, $1 in the’ first and L = 
L,(m, c$, I),) in the second case. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that {u& A)} is a tight and {22,(h)) is u 2eftf.s. of S, 
and 
ii” = H”(S) + .&(t, 4, $1, 
where E is su.ciently small. Then dim ker H, = dim Za( S) if one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(a) $Tuj(t) = 0 for all j with d. < n.2 
(b) 4T2ij(t> = 0 for all j with 4 > n. 
Proof. For an arbitrary matrix A and vectors g , f one has dim ker A = 
dim kel( A - &gfT) for sufficiently small E iff f Tu = 0 for all u E ker A or 
g E im A. The latter is equivalent with gTu = 0 for all u E ker AT. 
Consider now our special situation. In our case x(S) is spanned by 
vectors corresponding to polynomials hiuj( A), dj < n. The condition f Tu = 0 
for all u E ker H, goes over into qTuJ(t) = 0 for dj < n, i.e. condition (a). 
Analpgously, gTv = 0 for all u E ker H, means in our case that +TGj(t,> = 0 
for dj < m, where m + n = N + 1. Since by Theorem 3.1 we have dj = N 
+ 1 - dj, the latter condition is equivalent to dj > n. n 
For given S, t, c$, and $ we define two integers n and u, called 
perturbation indices, as follows: 
(a> +‘uj(t) for all j with dj < d,, 
(b) there exists a j with dj = d,., and (CITuj(t) = 0, and 
cc> d, < d,+l. 
Analogously rr is defined by 
(a) +Tzij(t> = 0 for all j with dj > d,, 
(b) 4Tzij(t) = 0 for a certain cj with dj = d,, and 
cc> d,_, < d,. 
REMARK 4.1. 
(1) The integers r, CT are uniquely determined by S, t, 4, and $J. 
2For t = m, u,(t) meant the highest order coeffkient of u,(h) 
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(2) For any t and j, < q, j, > q there exists 4, I(I such that T = j,, 
(+= j,. If j,, j, G q or j,, j, > q, then there exists an S such that rr = j,, 
(+= j, only for some exceptional values of t. 
THEOREM 4.3. 
d(S)= (dJ[+Y Th 
Let T, u be the perturbation indices for (S, t, -4, +), 
en or_m&iently small E and n < u, one has di = di, f 
iZ~,(+,d,=d,+l,d,=d,-l;iff~~thend(S)=d(S). 
COROLLARY 4.2. lf d(S) is stable with respect to small perturbations, 
then dP+Y - d, G 1. 
5. SYMMETRIC TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
As remarked in the introduction, the kernels of Toeplitz matrices have the 
same properties as those of Hankel matrices. Therefore, we have also the 
concepts of fundamental systems, characteristic degrees, and fundamental 
matrices. We refrain from presenting all definitions and results in detail. 
In this section we study what additional information concerning the 
kernel structure can be obtained if the Toeplitz matrix is assumed to be 
symmetric. 
Any sequence of blocks c = (c,_ n, . , co, . , c, _ 1>, ci E L, will be 
associated with the family {Tk(c)} of Toeplitz matrices: 
Tk(c) = iCi-j-n+k i-lJj=O, l'I'k-' 
where k + 1 = 2n. For simplicity we assume throughout the section that 
T,(c) and T,, _ ,(c> have full rank. 
The matrix Tk(c) will be called symmetric, also for k z 1, if ci = c_ i. 
Analogously to Hankel matrices, we introduce the subspaces 
ck = kerTk(c). 
Furthermore, we introduce the flip operator Jk defined by 
]kx(A) = x(A-‘)hk-‘, 
which will be identified with the corresponding operator in Ek or Fk. For 
symmetric Toeplitz matrices Tk(C) the relation 
Tk(c) = JITktc)./k 
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holds. Therefore C, is invariant under Jk. Introduce the orthogonal 
projections 
and the subspaces 
Now C, equals the direct orthogonal sum of the subspaces CL and CL. 
A vector r E Ek or a polynomial x(h) E Ek( A) is said to be symmetric 
iff Jk x = x and antisymmetric iff Jk x = --x. Clearly x is symmetric iff 
x E im P+ and x is antisymmetric iff x E im P-. Hence CL consists of all 
symmetric and C, of all antisymmetric vectors in C,. 
THEOREM 5.1. Any symmetric block Toeplitz matrix possesses a jiundu- 
mental system F consisting of symmetric and antisymmetric polynomials. Zf 
r+ denotes the number of symmetric and r_ the number of antisymmetric 
polynomials in F, then 
r+- r_= q -p. (5.1) 
For the proof we need the following 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that x E Ek, x # 0 is symmetric or antisymmetric, 
and N = lin{h’x(A): i = 0,. ,I - 1) c Ek+‘-l(A), N ‘= Pk51-1N. Then 
1, 1 odd, x symmetric, 
dim N’- dim N-= 0, 1 even, (5.2) 
-1, 1 odd, x antisymmetric. 
Proof. We have 
~k++~hqh) = +{~~(h) + ~‘-~-ir(A)} E N+, 
P;+~A~~(A) = +{hx(h) T A’-l-k(h)} E N- 
(signs depend on symmetry and antisymmetry) for i = 0,. . . , [l/2] - 1. In 
the case of an even 1 these polynomials form a basis of N, and we have 
therefore dim N+= dim N-. If 1 is odd, we have to add A(‘-‘)/2r(A) in 
order to obtain a basis of N. This polynomial is symmetric if x is symmetric 
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and antisymmetric if x is antisymmetric. This implies (5.2). n 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For x(A) E C,(A), considered as an element of 
C,, i(h), we have 
and 
Jk+,Ar(A) =&(A) E C,(A); 
thus the subspace c’ 
d =d’@C- 
- C,(A) + AC,(A) is invariant under Jk+ i. Hence 
whe:e-6 
nAmialsk xi+( A; (i = 1, . . 
+ = PC+ iC,, CL = Pi+ iC,. Now there are poly- 
,k~;) and x;(A) (i = 1,. , a~,> such that c$ + 
CY; = (Yk and 
C+ k+ 1 = C: 63 lin{ XL}, C,, = CL @ lin{ X2). 
Clearly the T,+ are symmetric and the ~2 are antisymmetric, and they form a 
fundamental system. 
It remains to prove the relation (5.1). Let {uj(A>) be a f.s. of c consisting 
of symmetric and antisymmetric polynomials. By Theorem 5.1 the polynomi- 
als Auj(h), i = 0, . . . ,2n - kj, j = 1, . . . , p + q, form a basis of E”“. Since 
the dimension of E2” is even, we have dim P~fnE2m = dim P- E”‘*. 2 m 
Let re;irn, r;“” denote the numbers of symmetric polynomials in the f.s. 
for which the corres 
J 
onding characteristic degree k, is odd or even, respec- 
tively, and t-Ye”, r_ d the analogous numbers of antisymmetric polynomials. 
Applying Lemma 5.1, we obtain the relation 
?-+ eYen = rye”. (5.3) 
Next we consider the subspace C,, _ i, which is, by definition, the kernel 
of [cn_ 1 1.. co *.. c,_~] = T,,_l(c). The polynomials A”uj(A), i = 
0 . . > 2n - 1 - kj, j = 1,. , , p + q, form a basis of C,,_,(A). Applying 
Emma 5.1, we obtain 
odd 
?-+ - r-Odd = dim C,+,-, - dim C,_,. _ 
It remains now to compute dim C:” _ i. Obviously, dim im Pz’,- 1 = 
dim im P&_ 1 + q. Since the rows of T,, _ ,(c) are symmetric, we have 
G-1 = im Pi”_, and dim C&i = dimim P2+n_i - p. Hence 
dimC&_,-dimC,_, = dimim Pz+n_i -p - dimim P&-i 
=q-p. n 
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6. PARTIAL REALIZATION 
The partial realization problem can be posed as follows. Given a sequence 
S = (sa, . , sN_ 1) and an integer n we ask for rational matrices F(A) such 
that 
F(A) = s,h-’ + s,hp2 + .a. +s,_,A-~ + o( A-N) (6.1) 
in a neighborhood of infinity and n equals the McMillan degree of F(A). If 
(6.1) is fulfilled, then F will be called partial reulization of S of order n. 
In system theory language the partial realization problem is the problem 
of constructing a linear stationary system (more precisely, its transfer func- 
tion) from its first N Markov parameters, which in the discrete time case are 
the components of the impulse response. 
The partial realization problem is closely related to the Pad& approxima- 
tion problem, continued fractions, and orthogonal polynomials and has, at 
least for the scalar case, a long history. The importance of partial realization 
in system theory was recognized by R. E. Kalman. For a quite complete 
survey for the scalar case we refer to [lo]. D uring the last decade consider- 
able attention has been paid to the multivariate (i.e block) case (see [2, 4, 6, 
7, 9, 171). Especially we point out Antoulas’s paper [l]. Concerning the recent 
development in matrix Pad& approximation we refer to the paper [2] of van 
Bare1 and Bultheel. 
Throughout this section we assume that 6 = s^ = 0, which is no essential 
restriction of generality. 
The aim of the present section is to show that our theory of block Hankel 
matrices provides a natural background for the partial realization problem. In 
particular we show that all partial realizations of a given sequence S can be 
described with the help of a fundamental system. 
To start with let us recall some facts from the theory of rational and 
polynomial matrices. An excellent source for these facts (and more) is the 
book [I5]. Other relevant references are [3, 181. 
Suppose we are given a rational p X 9 matrix F(A). A right [left] 
matrix-fructionul decomposition of F(A) is, by definition, a representation 
F(A) = B(A)A(A)-l [F(A) = &I-%(A)] (6.2) 
with the polynomial matrices A(A) and B(A) [A< A) and $A)]. Among all 
reprezentations those with right-coprime A(A) and B(A) [left-coprime $A) 
and B(A)] are of special interest. Such representations are called irreducible. 
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Next we recall the concept of a column reduced polynomial matrix. Let lzi 
denote the degree of the ith column of the q X q polynomial matrix A(A), 
and ci the coefficient of A”1 in the ith column. Then A(A) is said to be 
column reduced (or column proper) iff n, < **a < ny and the matrix [ci *** 
cy ] is regular. Analogously the concept of a row reduced polynomial matrix is 
defined. It is not difficult to prove that for any polynomial matrix A(h) there 
exists a unimodular matrix U(h), i.e. a matrix with constant nonzero determi- 
nant, such that A( A)U( A) is column reduced. 
LEMMA 6.1 1151. Let F(A) be a strictly proper rational matrix. Then 
there exists a matrix-fractional decomposition F(A) = B( A)A( A)-’ with the 
following properties: 
(1) A(A) and B(A) are right-coprime. 
(2) A(A) is column reduced. 
(3) The column degrees of B(A) are less than the column degrees of A(A). 
(4) The sum of the column degrees of A(A) equals the McMillan degree of 
F(A). 
Let us recall that the McMillan degree equals the minimal state space 
dimension of the realization of F(A). The column degrees of A( A) in Lemma 
6.1 are uniquely determined and will be called partial McMillan degrees of 
F(A). They are connected with the controllability indices in system theory 
(see 1151). 
Now we come back to the partial realization problem. Obviously, F(A) = 
B(A) A( A)-’ is a solution of the partial realization problem iff 
B(A) = [s,A-’ + ... +s,_,A-~ + o( A-N)] A( A) (6.3) 
and A(A) has a not identically vanishing determinant. 
Let bi( A) denote the columns of B(A), ai( A) the columns of A( A), and n 
the column degrees of A(A). Then (6.3) can be written as 
bi( A) = (sah-’ + *a. +sN_iAPN)ai( A) + o( h”~-~). (6.4) 
Comparing the coefficients, we conclude from (6.4) that ai( A) E x + 1 and 
hi(A) is the residual of ai( It is easily checked that the converse is also 
true. In that way we get the following. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that 
(a) at(A) ~4 +1 (i = 1,2,. . . , q), 
(b) the coeficikzts of A”1 in ai(A) are linearly independent, 
(c) b,(A) is the residual of a&A). 
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Form the mutrtces A(h) with columns ai and B(h) with the columns 
bi( A). Then B(A) A( A)- ’ is a partial realization of S with partial McMillan 
degrees ni and McMillan degree Ci ni. Moreover, any partial realization 
with given McMillan degrees is of this form 
Our aim is now to give a complete parametrization of all partial realiza- 
tions with given partial McMillan degrees with the help of the V-matrix 
concept. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let U(A) b e a e d g ree ordered fundamental matrix with 
the columns ui(A) (i = 1,. . . , p + I), and let Ecui) denote the coefficient of 
A”1 in ui(A), where di denotes the ith characteristic degree. Then di is said 
to be a proper characteristic degree iff the vector Ecui) does not depend 
linearly on Ecu,), . , E(ui_ l>. 0th erwise di is called an improper charac- 
teristic degree. 
In view of Corollary 2.1, the vectors Ecui) (i = 1,. . . , p + 9) form a 
complete system in E. From this the following fact emerges. 
OBSERVATION. Any sequence S possesses exactly 9 proper and p im- 
proper characteristic degrees. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let 
V(A) = 
be a V-matrix of S. Further let di denote the characteristic degrees of S, and 
9 the set of all i for which di is proper. Then the general form of a partial 
realization F(A) = B(A) A( A)- ’ with given partial McMillan degrees nj (j = 
1 1 * * . > 9) is given by 
B(A) = W(A)Z(A), A(A) = U(A)Z(A), (6.5) 
where Z(A) = [ zij( A)] (i = 1, . . . , p + 9, j = 1, . . . ,9) fulfills the following 
conditions: 
(a> deg zij(A) < nj - di if nj z di; zij(A) = 0 qn, < di; 
(b) The 9 X 9 matrix consisting of the coeficients of Anipdk in zij( A) and 
i EP, j E (1,. . . ,9}, is nonsingular. 
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The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1 and the 
description of Xk in Section 2 (Theorem 2.1). 
Let us discuss the result of Theorem 6.2 from the viewpoint of minimal- 
ity. A partial realization with minimal McMillan degree is called a minimal 
partial realization. From Theorem 6.2 we conclude the following. 
COROLLARY 6.1. 
(1) The minimal McMillan degree of a partial realization of S equals the 
sum of all proper characteristic degrees of S. 
(2) Let 9 = {k,, . . , ii<,}, k, < ... < k,, denote the indices i for which 
di is proper. Then the general form of a minimal partial realization is given 
by (6.51, where Z = [zij(h)] (i = 1,. . . , p + q - 6, j = 1,. . . , q) fulfills the 
following conditions: 
(a> deg .zjj(A) < d, - di ifdk z di; zij(h) = 0 else; 
(b) The matrix [ .zij(A)] (i ~9: j = 1,. . . , q) is nonsingular (unimodular). 
(3) The minimal partial realization is unique iff all proper indices are less 
than the smallest improper one. In this case the minimal partial realization 
F(h) = W ( ANJ (A)- ‘, where WC,< A), Uq< A) denotes the matrix of the first q 
columns 01 W( A\, U( A), respectively. 
In [3] another formula for the minimal McMillan degree of a partial 
realization is presented, which includes the ranks of the matrices H and H’ 
obtained after replacing S = (s,,, . . . , sN_,) with S’:= (sa, . . , s~_~). We 
show now how this result follows from our formula. The connection is based 
on another characterization of the proper characteristic degrees presented 
below. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let 9 denote the class of all indices i for which the 
characteristic degree di of S is proper, and let d,! be the characteristic 
degrees of S ’ defined above. Then 
i E9, 
i G.9. (6.6) 
Proof. Let U= [u~,...,u~+~ ] be a f.m. of S. We consider the indicator 
matrices E(U). By the definition of 9, there exists an upper triangular 
matrix T such that E(U)T = [cl *.* 
ties: 
cP + 4] possesses the following proper- 
(a> The ci with i E 9 are linearly independent 
(b) ci=OifiEg. 
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We define 
D = diag(hnl,..., X’p++ and @(A) = D(A)-‘TD(A) 
and 
U’( A) = U( A)@( A). 
Then U’(A) = [u; .a* 
follows that U: E Hi 
u;+~] is also a f.m. of S, and Ecui) = 0 for i ~9. It 
if i ~9, where Z$ denotes the polynomial space 
{u(A) : u E ker HL}. 6n the other hand, we still have U; E z + i, since 
+G c&+1. A dimension calculation shows that the {ui) form a f.s. of S’. Now 
(6.6) is an immediate consequence. n 
The problem of the transformation of a f.m. after reduction (and exten- 
sion), as it appeared in the proof, will be discussed more in detail in a 
subsequent paper. 
Analogously to right proper characteristic degrees, the concept of left 
proper characteristic degrees is defined. We show that from Theorem 6.3 
follows a connection between these two concepts. 
According to Theorem 3.1 the left characieristic degrees & f$ill C& = N 
+ 1 - di. For the corresponding degrees d,! of S’ we have d2! = N - di. 
Thus 
Therefore the following is true. 
COROLLARY 6.2. The proper right characteristic degrees correspond with 
the improper lef ones, and the improper right characteristic degrees corre- 
spond with the proper left ones. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Zf dP are the proper and di the improper right charac- 
teristic degrees, then N + 1 - do are the improper and N + 1 - d,? the 
proper l& characteristic degrees of S. 
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7. HANKEL MATRICES GENERATED BY MARKOV PARAMETERS 
OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
In this section we assume the sk (k = 0, . . . , N - 1) to be the first N 
Markov parameters of a given rational p X q matrix function F(A) with a 
right irreducible matrix-fractional decomposition 
F(A) = W,( A)U,( A)-’ (7.1) 
with column reduced U,(h). 
Our aim is to describe the kernel of the Hankel matrices H,(S), the 
fundamental system and residual systems, and other objects in terms of F(h) 
-more precisely, in terms of the denominator U,(A) and the numerator 
W,(A). In view of the results in Section 3 it suffices to construct a V-matrix of 
the sequence S = (sa, . . . I SN_ ,I. 
We need the following well-known fact. 
LEMMA 7.1 [15, p. 3821. Let W, and Ui be @yen as a@ve. Thfn there 
exist polynomial matrices W,(A), U,(A), U,(A), U,(A), W,(A), W,(A) of 
suitable size such that 
C’JV = ], (7.2) 
where 
Let us sketch how to construct these polynomials. First, the Euclidean 
algorithm is applied to transform the matrix [W, U,] into its Smith form, 
which, in view of the right coprimeness of W, and U,, equals [I, 01. In that 
way we find a unimodular polynomial matrix V,(A) satisfying 
Since V,,(A) is unimodular, there are W,(A) and U,(A) such that 
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Defining 
G( h)r:= -Fa( A)] 
we get (7.2). 
COROLLARY 7.1. F(A) = fi[T(h)k@T(A) is a lef irreducible matrix frac- 
tional decomposition of F. 
Proof. For the (1,l) block* ent9 of (7.2) we calculate 0 = - fi:W, + 
@,‘U,. Hence F = W,U,- ’ = U,-’ WIT‘. It remains to show the left coprime- 
ness of 6iT and WIT. If D is a common left divisor of fii’ and Wrr, then 
D(A) 0 W) = W) 0 
i I 1 Y 
for a certain polynomial matrix e,(A). In view of the unimodularity of $A), 
the factor D(A) must be unimodular, i.e. trivial. n 
REMARK 7.1. The polynomial matrix I?, may be assumed to be column 
reduced. 
In fact, if it is not then there is a unimodular matrix Q“ such that UirQT 
is column reduced. Replacing Ui’ by QUiT, WiT by QW,T, W, by W,Q- i, 
and U, by U&i, the relation (7.2) remains valid. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let F be given by (7.1) 
,. 
and V and V polynomial matrices 
satisfying (7.2). Denote the column degrees of U,(A) = [u:(A) ... U:(A)] 
and fi&A) = [&:(A) *.a 
deg z”j (j = 1,. . . , 
G;(A)] by n, = deg t~i (i = 1,. . . , q) and izj = 
then 
p) respectively. lf N > max{ni, Gj : 1 < i Q q, 1 <j < p) 
(a) y is a right V-matrix of S = (sO *** s~_~) and 
(b) V is a left V-matrix of S. 
Proof. Let us f$stly consider lengths N of S larger than the maximal 
column degrees of U, and U,. Comparing the coefficients of A-‘, , A”lmN 
and 1,. . . , A”- ’ in the equality FU, = W,, we obtain that the columns u!< A) 
of U, belong to qL+ i and the columns w/(A) of F( A)U,( A) are the residuals 
of the u:(A) (i = 1,. , 4). From (7.2) we get 
which implies 
C?-’ = - W, + FU, . (7.3) 
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Since fii is column reduced, there exists a representation Cir = 
diag( A”I, . . , hip) F(h), where*F(h) is analytic at infinity and F(w) is regu- 
lar. Hence the jth column of U,-r has order O(A-“J) at infinity. 
A comparison of the coefficients of A-‘, . . . , A’ -‘I and 1, . . . , AN-;, in 
(7.3) provides u;(A) E&~+~_;, 
columns wj”< A) of F( A)U,( A) ‘- 
for the jth column u;(A) of U, and the 
(j = 1,. . . ) p). 
@T(h) are the residuals of the UT< A) 
It remains to show that [V,(A) U,(A)] is a f.m. The latter is true iff 
A%:, A’u; (k = O,, . . , N - n,i, 1 = 0,. . . , rij - 1; i = 1,. ,q, j= 
1 >..., p) form a basis of E AJ+ ‘. Since the number of elements equals the 
space dimension, it suffices to prove the linear independence of the system. 
Linear dependence means the existence of polynomials &(A) (i = 
1; . . . , q) and $(A) (j = 1,. . . , p) such that 
deg+i<N-ni, deg fiq Q 7ij - 1, and CU:C#+ + Cuj2fi = 0. 
Introducing the columns 4 = co1 c#+, I/J = co1 &, this can be written as 
[Ul u2] ; =o. 
i 1 
Multiplying by F, we obtain using (7.3) 
Since the left hand side is a polynomial in A, and the right hand side is a 
polynomial in A- ’ and vanishes for A + w, we obtain 
which implies 4 = 0 and Ic, = 0. Thus, [U, U,] is a f.m. of S, and [W, W,] is 
the corresponding residual matrix; i.e., V is a V-matrix of S, and the proper 
characteristic degrees of S are nl, . . , nq. 
Repeating the same arguments, we see that ? is a V-matrix of s^ and the 
proper characteristic degrees are Gj (j = 1, . , p). Using the duality relation 
of Section 6, we get the tuple of characteristic degrees (n,, . . . , ny , N + 1 - 
ii,,..., N + 1 - hp) of S. 
Therefore, statements (a> and (b) are valid for all N > max(n,, hj>. n 
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